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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 24, 2009

Aloha Vintner Ernest!

bells are ringing, corks
are popping...

Once again, it's that time of year!
To toast our friends & say Cheers!
September has come
And is now almost gone
So soon October will be here
And so will costumes and hauntings and bonbons.
But something is missing
What could that be
It must be the call
To our favorite WINERY!

That's right!  That was it!
We need to start our wines for the ultimate holiday gift!!!
Its not too late.  NOW is the time
To come in for your tasting and order your lovely wine.

What's this?  A sip of wine?
An offer to taste some nectar from vines?
Then 6 to 8 weeks we wait
To bottle it up and create!
The PERFECT gift for the Holiday???
Our Custom Wine Bottles... HURRAY!!!
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See our article in PBN?
"We're like the liquid form of the slow food movement." 
~s..

We had a fantastic story in Pacific Business News (PBN) -
Small Business Strategies section, just this last week!  
Did you get a chance to read it?  :)
Here's the link to the online version!
(Thanks Chad Blair for a great write up!)
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IN OTHER NEWS
As always, we're here...
Monday - Saturday, 11am to 9pm. 
~ish.  (hey, we're wine people.)
808-738-0738.
or info@WineTheExperience.com.

Interested in gift
packages?
We can do that!!
If you would like to dress your
bottles up, we can arrange a
custom gift wrap package of 2
bottles of your wine with a xmas
label & a corkscrew.  Only an extra
$30 per set, and we need just a
little notice.

Too busy to bottle? Need
us to help?
No problem!  We know schedules
get tight when the holidays get
close.
We will happily bottle your barrel
for you, labels and all, and have
the wine here for pickup.  
$30 per barrel = no stress!
Let us know!

FORWARD TO A FRIEND
Know another WINE-O who wants
our email? Why not forward it to a

friend!
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we <3 our winery dogs...
This one's for the Maka and Ipo lovers out there.  :)
This was from the PBN story, and though it didn't get
selected to be featured, I'm sure the lovely editors at the
paper thought...  lucky dogs.
(Cheers to Christina Failma of PBN for sharing the sweet
shot!)
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EMAIL PREFERENCES
Got a new email? Trying to update?
Either EMAIL us, or CLICK HERE to

update your preferences

UNSUBSCRIBE
Sadly, if you no longer wish to
have wine poured for you or
receive these emails please

unsubscribe.

FACEBOOK
If you're on Facebook, BE OUR

FAN!
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